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Large organisations can suffer badly when IT procurement goes wrong, but for small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), it can
be fatal. David Nickson guides the reader through the entire procurement process. Whether identifying the changing IT
requirements of a business, evaluating potential suppliers or managing them once appointed, this handbook enables the reader to
avoid the pitfalls which have brought down so many SMEs.
This book is an invaluable guide for those providing expert evidence on valuations of commercial properties – including civil
actions, rent review arbitrations, lands tribunal cases and rating appeals. The object of the book is to provide the commercial
property valuer with a detailed introduction to providing expert evidence in a litigation context, the rules, requirements and the
pitfalls for the unwary. Particular trouble has been taken to emphasise the need for quality evidence based on relevant experience
which is objective, unbiased, independent, and of sufficient quality to resist challenges before the courts, tribunals and arbitrators.
This handbook will help the practitioner start off on the right course and provide forewarning of the issues which he or she is likely
to face, leading to greater professional awareness and to higher standards of valuation expert evidence in all commercial property
fields.
The Web is an exciting but unstable place to do business. The potential rewards are high but so are the risks, and the effective
management of these risks 'online' is likely to be the greatest business enabler or destroyer of the next decade. Information
security is no longer an issue confined to the IT department - it is critical to all operational functions and departments within an
organization. Nor are the solutions purely technical, with two-thirds of security breaches caused by human error, management
controls and processes. Risk to the integrity, availability and confidentiality of e-business activities comes in many forms - fraud,
espionage, viruses, spamming, denial of service - and the potential for damage or irretrievable loss is very real. The Secure Online
Business Handbook is designed as a practical guide for managers in developing and implementing appropriate strategies for
online risk management. The contributions in this fully revised and updated new edition draw on a wide range of expertise and
know-how, both in IT and in other disciplines such as the law, insurance, accounting and consulting. Security should not be an
afterthought in developing a strategy, but an integral part of setting up sustainable new channels of communication and business.

This Handbook builds on recent attempts to understand new and evolving patterns of global governance by identifying,
describing, and analysing more than 80 of the most significant actors in the regulation and administration of
contemporary transnational economic affairs.
Although underwater archaeology has assumed its rightful place as an important subdiscipline in the field, the published
literature has not kept pace with the rapid increase in the number of both prehistoric and historic underwater sites. The
editors have assembled an internationally distinguished roster of contributors to fill this gap. The book presents
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geographical and topical approaches, and focuses on technology, law, public and private institutional roles and goals,
and the research and development of future technologies and public programs.
Designed for the businessman, this is a handbook of international trade.
Includes indexes.
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Times change and not always for the better. Dick Kirby, a former long serving Met officer and now best-selling author, maintains that the
current politically correct culture coupled with an inept Crown Prosecution Service and aided and abetted by the Police & Criminal Evidence
Act, has slowed the pursuit of criminals and justice to a snail’s pace. As this gripping book clearly demonstrates it was not always so. During
the 20th Century, uniformed officers were visibly part of the community, patrolling their beats and protecting the public’s property. Detectives
detected, cultivating informants and, like their uniform counterparts, knowing the characters on their manor. What’s more, they were backed
by their senior officers, who had on-the-job experience. Drawing on both celebrated and lesser known cases, the author describes in plain
speak crime fighting against merciless gangsters, desperate gunmen, inept kidnappers, vicious robbers, daring burglars and ruthless
blackmailers. Using his first-hand knowledge he highlights the often unconventional methods used to frustrate and outwit hardened criminals
and the satisfaction gained from successful operations.

Drawing upon current cutting-edge theories, knowledge and research findings, this Handbook provides an analysis of the
interaction between small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), entrepreneurs and financial institutions globally. The contributors
consider regional and international perspectives within and between Europe, North America, New Zealand, the Middle East, as
well as South, Central and East Asia on a chapter-by-chapter basis. In so doing, they provide a contextualized, up-to-date
snapshot of research into entrepreneurial finance across the world.
Required reading for anyone interested in the profound relationship between digital technology and society Digital technology has
become an undeniable facet of our social lives, defining our governments, communities, and personal identities. Yet with these
technologies in ongoing evolution, it is difficult to gauge the full extent of their societal impact, leaving researchers and policy
makers with the challenge of staying up-to-date on a field that is constantly in flux. The Oxford Handbook of Digital Technology
and Society provides students, researchers, and practitioners across the technology and social science sectors with a
comprehensive overview of the foundations for understanding the various relationships between digital technology and society.
Combining robust computer-aided reviews of current literature from the UK Economic and Social Research Council's
commissioned project "Ways of Being in a Digital Age" with newly commissioned chapters, this handbook illustrates the upcoming
research questions and challenges facing the social sciences as they address the societal impacts of digital media and
technologies across seven broad categories: citizenship and politics, communities and identities, communication and relationships,
health and well-being, economy and sustainability, data and representation, and governance and security. Individual chapters
feature important practical and ethical explorations into topics such as technology and the aging, digital literacies, work-home
boundary, machines in the workforce, digital censorship and surveillance, big data governance and regulation, and technology in
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the public sector. The Oxford Handbook of Digital Technology and Society will equip readers with the necessary starting points
and provocations in the field so that scholars and policy makers can effectively assess future research, practice, and policy.
Vol. for 1947 includes "A list of clandestine periodicals of World War II, by Adrienne Florence Muzzy."

Includes indexes
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